KITCHENWARE

When the right tools are in the kitchen,
cooking goes from being an effort to
being effortless. Today’s home chefs
demand tools that deliver consistent,
superior performance with every use.
These cooking tools have been created to
perform each specific task with precision
and ease. From graters and rasps to peels
and presses, there is a kitchen package
to stir up some excitement and make
cooking a pleasure. Choose from cookware, bakeware, bar service, kitchen
tools, knives and accessories for home
gourmets to professional chefs. Like a
treasured family recipe, handed down
from generation to generation, these
packages have been selected to perform
for years to come.
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Cuisipro makes tools for cooks who have an eye for design and a passion for
quality. From graters and rasps to peels and presses, Cuisipro has a kitchen
tool to fit any situation. Tools are designed to tackle specific tasks with precision
and ease. The design is refined and timeless - with simple elegance. All
Cuisipro items are backed by an uncompromising 25 year warranty.

Browne has been perfecting high-quality kitchenwares for over 60 years and
can be found in 40 countries. Browne currently holds several patents and has
been recognized with multiple awards for product innovation and design.
Items include baking racks and pans, bar service and kitchen tools. Their
mission is to design, create and market value-added products.

Berard France strives to create beautiful, elegant and high quality wood
products using wood obtained from known, legal and well-managed timber
sources. Their artisans painstakingly handcraft utensils and serveware from
very old olive wood trees which no longer bear fruit. The production is
organized so that 100% of the wood is used. The olive wood used in these
pieces comes directly from the Mediterranean and is known for its hard texture, beautiful veined polish and golden-yellow coloring. These stylish pieces
will appeal to any participant that values craftsmanship as well as practicality.
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Kitchen Grips® is an undisputed favorite among professional and amateur
chefs. Its popular collection of kitchen gloves, pot grabbers, holders and trivets
are made of a unique material called FLXaPrene™. This material is not only
heat and stain-resistant but it is also flexible and anti-microbial. This patented
product can also withstand temperatures ranging from -134°F to 500°F.

